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Introduction
Natural history brings together a range of skills and Knowledge in flora and fauna, geology, land
use and meteorology- combination of skills that would greatly help to ensure that people work in
the environment in a manner that is balanced and have respect to other creatures. Conservation
of the biodiversity-rich Taita Hills Forests needs engagement of the local community. The Hills
are part of Eastern Arc, one of 34 global biodiversity hotspots. Taita Hills forests are also ranked
as one of Kenya Important Bird areas(IBA) yet local people have very little understanding and
appreciation of what the forests hold. The project offered skills and knowledge in natural history
through practical outdoor training to students in Taita Hills, Kenya, an area that is now of global
conservation concern due to its continued huge loss of its valuable biodiversity. W ith the skills
and knowledge, they will become aware of the area biodiversity component and value therefore
develop feeling of connection towards natural world which will ensure long term conservation of
Taita Hills unique biodiversity. The project targeted young people as they are quick to mentor,
energetic and have large multiplier of information.
Project Area
Taita hills of south-eastern Kenya (3˚25’S, 38˚20’E) are located about 150km inland from the
coast with an area of about 250km² and an altitude of 2,228m at the highest peak. The hills are
surrounded by semi-arid plains at an altitude of 900m. They are old mountains that have been
isolated for a long time, this contributing to the present high degree of endemism that include
plants, vertebrates and invertebrates taxa (Burgess et al. 2007). The Taita Hills comprise three
main massifs, Sagalla, Mbololo and Dabida which are extensively fragmented. The Dabida is
made up of several forest fragments with the main one being Ngangao- 120ha and Chawia50ha. The Hills are part of Eastern Arc Mountains which are considered one of 34 global
hotspots having the highest number of biological taxa and endemism in Mainland Africa. Taita
Hills are also ranked as one of Kenya Important Bird Areas (IBA).The project work was
executed in Dawida massif.
Objectives
The project broad objective was to educate young people (targeting students) by introducing
them to the natural world in the easiest and interesting way possible so that they would be
inspired and develop sense of ownership toward the natural habitats around them and become
committed custodians who will embrace, protect and ensure future of the critically endangered
species and their highly threatened natural habitats. These critically endangered species serves
as flagship species to others in the area.
The project also aimed at collating data on cultural and unique biodiversity for future production
of local field guide book and also distributed fliers and environmental magazines to create
awareness on the area biodiversity importance and conservation needs.

Activities and Methodologies
ACTIVITIES






Lectures
Nature walks
Wildlife documentaries showing
Fliers and Magazines distribution
Data collection

Students from 4 primary schools, 5 secondary schools and 1 college within walking distance
from the selected forest fragments were invited in groups of about 60-80 students. Only the two
upper classes were invited.
i.

LECTURES; A two hours lecture was given during which a brief introduction about the
area geography and biodiversity importance was done. This was followed by an
interesting introduction to the natural world. Students were introduced to Basic grouping
of plants and at list six basic groups of animals, their characteristics and the examples
from their locality that belong to each group. The understanding of these groups opened
their way to grasping the basic characteristics of virtually every animal and plant in
Kenya without overwhelming them and also provided them with a good foundation for
further learning. On plants, students were taught on easier way to indentifying a plant by
growth system and structures. The six basic animal grouping (invertebrates, reptiles,
amphibians, fish, birds and mammals) were thoroughly explained while giving examples.
Courses and effects of nature destruction were also covered breaking down the terms;
green house gases, global warming, and climate change in a clear and understandable
way.

ii.

NATURE WALK; after the introduction students had now learned and gained confidence
on ability to identifying living thing to a certain level. At this point, they all took a two and
a half hours guided nature walk on selected nature trails during which they learned to
observe with mindfulness and attentiveness as they walked. They were taught the
names of some of the common plants and animals that they came along with an
interlude of interesting facts on inter-relation between animals and plants for example
adaptations and inter-dependence. This was to help them sort out the details by seeing
the larger patterns and processes that lie behind the details and give them coherence.
Also ensured that are not overwhelmed even as they tried to learn names of lower plants
such as orchids, moss, lichen and so on. During the walk, students were asked to take
down notes and sketches of things they saw which not only boosted knowledge but also
added new dimension to learning. It also enticed students into independent field
investigation, reinforced their scientific curiosity, and built their confidence in the value of
their own observations. Students were also taught on how to use binoculars and
telescopes.

iii.

WILDLIFE DOCUMENTARIES; after the nature walk, a one to two hours educative
wildlife documentary (e.g. Life of Mammals by David Attenborough) was shown to
students to enhance their knowledge on wildlife and clear the misconception on the
same.
FLIERS AND MAGAZINE; fliers were distributed to create awareness on area
biodiversity richness, its importance and conservation needs. Also Komba magazines 12013 issue that entirely featured on Taita Hills biodiversity were distributed among
students. The magazine target young readership.
DATA COLLECTION; during training useful information and observations were noted
and photos taken- a data that will help in the production of a local field guidebook.

iv.

v.

Summary table for the schools attendance

NOVEMBER
Number of
students
Ngangao Secondary School
76
Kitumbi Secondary School
69
Malela Primary School
70
Chawia High School
75
Coast institute of technology college 60
Mwawache Primary School
75
Murrey Girls High School
74
Mazola Primary School
80
Kidaya Primary School
67
Mwafugha Secondary School
78
Schools

Date attended
4th and 9th
5th
6th
8th and 19th
11th
14th
15th and 22nd
16th
21st
18th

Results







Ten schools that consisted of four Primary schools, five secondary schools and one
college attended to this program bringing to a total of 724 participants.
The understanding by the local students of biology, ecology and basic taxonomy was
significantly enhanced through looking at practical and interesting examples from their
own locality. Participants are now in a better position to differentiate among taxa and
know the species that are unique to their forests by their names. They also gained some
understanding on basic ecology, and became enthused to learn more.
The level of appreciation among a significant population of local students in the
biodiversity and ecological value of the Taita Hills Forests was tremendously increased.
This ensured Informed, young and energetic generation that will potentially spread the
information more widely among their society and influence them to protect these forests
and the wider environment.
Fostering a feeling of connection among the participant to other creatures helped them
toward rebuilding collective awareness that humans are not the only species on earth
that deserve life and brought to realization that human well being is not isolated from the

health of all other living things. This understanding creates and enhances stewardship
toward the natural world.


Participants learned on proper use of field glasses, guidebooks and how do make
independent field observations. An adaptable lesson plan for outdoor teaching was also
improved and will be availed to local teachers, guides and other stakeholders. These
skills and learning materials ensure learning progress beyond the life of this project.



By showing young people how to perceive the incredible interconnected systems that
sustain life on earth revealed that they would gradually develop lifetime inspiration
towards natural world which would plays a big role in Nature conservation.

Discussion
Conservation of the biodiversity-rich Taita Hills Forests needs engagement of the local
Community yet local youngsters have very little understanding and appreciation of what the
forests hold. Regular outdoor teaching programs on natural history for schools would offer great
opportunities to many students to directly interact with the forests and get a simplified
interpretation of the biology, ecology and biodiversity value of these unique forests.
Some of the Taita Hills endemic species are now listed as critically endangered among them is
the scaring Population trend of the Taita apalis Apalis fuscigularis, a bird species that have only
less than 650 individual making the entire world population (Borghesio et al. 2010, Borghesio et
al. 2011).The Taita thrush, another bird species also follow suit. The protection of these
endemic and critically endangered species highly depends on the local people. Practically,
people can only conserve better what they know and understand the benefits. The training on
natural history is therefore crucial in Taita hills to ensure that people have clear understanding
of the biodiversity their area holds. Young people are easily inspired and energetic therefore,
Training them would ensure quick and large multiplier of this knowledge that would largely help
in conservation and restoration of the quickly disappearing biodiversity.
During nature walks, students were getting chances to see some of the endemic plants and
animals including critically endangered one. This gave them moments to contemplate on the big
need in taking part in conservation of these species and their habitats. The selected trails had
deliberate parts of exotic plantation and students were able to clearly judge through their own
observation, the huge difference in biodiversity density between indigenous and exotic
vegetation patches. In areas like these where Televisions and video screens are not common,
most young people rarely get chance to watch and learn about wildlife. The documentaries on
wildlife provided a great opportunity where they got to watch animals not found in their area,
learn on basic ecology and to clear some of the misconception they had about wildlife.
Seeing participants asking a lot of sensible questions about nature, making keen observation,
memorizing species names, maintaining silence to reduce disturbance inside forest, not
dropping dirt and instead collecting indecomposable material from the forest, all after only a
short lecture was a very satisfying feeling. This shows how readily they can learn to appreciate
and feel part of their natural environments if well inspired and mentored.
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Photographs

Students having a brief introduction at the forests entrance

Students learning practically on how to identify plant species inside forest

Students Learn on how to use field guidebooks and field glasses

Students receive a copy of Komba magazine
Students admire a live snake after learning not all snake are poisonous. Also
the edemic Taita Hills Caecilian and the endemic Taita apalis

Students watching wildlife documentaries

